[Grouping of observer's visual characteristics on the basis of difference in the criteria of visual detection and selection of the fittest clustering method:verification of observer's group with radiologist-like visual characteristics].
Various clustering methods are used in cluster analyses, with each clustering method demonstrating unique advantages. Therefore, it is important to make the best use of the advantages each method provides. We have recognized that it is necessary in the evaluation of X-ray images to classify observers quantitatively according to visual characteristics (grouping of observers) and have clustered observers using the UPGMA method, which is one of the clustering methods. We found that the observers were clustered into two different groups, one with radiologist-like characteristics and the other with medical physicist-like characteristics. Furthermore, we suggested that the group with radiologist-like characteristics was suitable for QC of X-ray images. However, it is doubtful whether the UPGMA method is most suitable for the grouping of observers. In this work we clustered observers using various clustering methods and examined the most suitable method for the evaluation of X-ray images. The results showed that the ward method was least suitable for the grouping of observers, and they were distinctly grouped into two different categories by using a further method.